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Hello!
Welcome to the Tile Giant 

2021 Trend Edit

2020 was a year most of us would like to put 
behind us, so we’re very excited to be looking 

at the year ahead. 
We’ve compiled the interior trends that are 

going to be popular this year and added 
suggestions on how you can 
include them in your home.

As we are spending a lot more time 
indoors, it’s important now more than ever to 

be happy with the space you’re in. 
We hope you enjoy this edit and be sure to let 
us know on social media which trends you’d 

like to adopt in your home!

Love, The Tile Giant Team 
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@TileGiantOfficial

@TileGiantOfficial

@TileGiantOfficial

Marble mayhem
Go against the green

Down to earth 
Blue sky thinking

The fifth room
Escape to Japan

You’re making me blush
Cottagecore

A metallic moment
Industrial revolution



Supreme Charcoal Matt 
60cmx60cm & 30cmx60cm

M
arbore W

hite 
60cm

x120cm

Marble is something 
we’ve seen a lot of over 
the last few years and it 

looks like it’s here to stay. 
With varying 

patterns, colours and 
finishes, there’s certainly 
a way to add a little or a 

lot into your home.  

Supreme is also available in various 
shades and sizes

Supreme Grey Matt 
60cmx60cm

Supreme Silver Matt 
60cmx60cm

Carrara 
Marble Mixed Length
 Mosaic

Carrara Marble Hexagon 
Mosaic 
30cmx30cm

Marble mayhem

Mont Blanc Marble Effect 
60cmx60cm & 30cmx60cm

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/marbore-white-733386.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/mont-blanc-825420.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/mont-blanc-825420.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/supreme-charcoal-polished-1001605.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/marbore-white-733386.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/carrara-marble-hexagon-mosaic-732945.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/supreme-charcoal-polished-1001605.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/carrara-marble-mix-length-mosaic-732950.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/supreme-grey-matt-1001613.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/supreme-silver-matt-1001615.html
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23.2cm
x26.7cm

Marlow Spruce Green 
Mix 
10cmx10cm

Somerset Green Gloss 
7.5cmx30cm

You may have been 
expecting to see this 

one… The colour green is 
big in the interior world 

and is sticking around for 
2021. It can be used with 

caution or you can go 
OTT, but its impact could 
be huge if you’re feeling 

brave enough.

Victoria Baths 
Crackle Bevel 
Vintage Green
7.5cmx15cm

Why not mix & match to create 
a unique texture and finish?!

Somerset Green comes in 2 finishes & 
2 sizes: matt & gloss in 7.5cmx30cm & 

7.5cmx15cm

Go against the green... 

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-spring-green-gloss-duck-egg-1220594.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/marlow-spruce-green-mix-stow-mix-olive-825775.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/marlow-spruce-green-mix-stow-mix-olive-825775.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/vb-crackle-bevel-vintage-green-1000490.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/vb-crackle-bevel-vintage-green-1000490.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-spring-green-matt-duck-egg-1220593.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-spring-green-gloss-duck-egg-1220528.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-spring-green-matt-duck-egg-1220527.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-spring-green-gloss-duck-egg-1220594.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/alexa%20(lp)%20hex%20mint%20green%20matt-1221394.html


Marmora White 
7.5cmx38.5cm

Riverstone White Flat Cut 
Pebble Mosaic 30.5cmx30.5cm

Down to earth  

As we’ve all been 
spending a lot more 

time at home, it’s 
important to make your 
space as peaceful and 

zen as possible. 
Bringing in touches 

of nature can make a 
house feel more like a 

home and restore
 harmony in the most 

chaotic of times. 

Tectonic White 
Porcelain Tile 
60cmx60cm 
& 30cmx60cm

Rowan Wood 
Effect Oak 
15cmx60cm

Use the Rowan Wood Effect Oak planks 
to create this uber-modern 

Herringbone effect 

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/riverstone-white-flat-cut-pebble-mosaic-732915.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/marmora-white-artico-825805.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/marmora-white-artico-825805.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/riverstone-white-flat-cut-pebble-mosaic-732915.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/tectonic%20white-1220911.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/tectonic%20white-1220911.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/rowan-oak-825400.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/rowan-oak-825400.html


Blue sky thinking

Metro Midnight Blue 
10cmx30cm

Victoria Baths Crackle 
Bevel Teal
7.5cmx15cm
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Tying in with one of the 
colours of the year, Aegean 
Teal, blue sky thinking is 

another simple way of 
bringing calm into your 

home. 
Mainly inspired by the 

rippling ocean waves and the 
sky on a bright summer’s day, 

it’s good to appreciate the 
small but important 

things in life. 

O
rnam

ental
G

irona Blue
45cm

x45cm

Pamplona Black, White & 
Blue Pattern 20cmx20cm

Ornamental Girona is scored and 
once grouted creates an illusion 

of 4 smaller tiles, making the installation 
quick & easy. Perfect for 

those DIY projects!

M
arlow

 Turquoise M
ix 

10cm
x10cm

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/alexa%20(lp)%20hex%20ocean%20blue%20matt-1221395.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/pamplona-black-white-blue-pattern-826005.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/vb-crackle-bevel-teal-1000489.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/vb-crackle-bevel-teal-1000489.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/ornamental-girona-blue-826065.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/pamplona-black-white-blue-pattern-826005.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/ornamental-girona-blue-826065.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/marlow-turquoise-mix-stow-mix-turchese-825790.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/alexa%20(lp)%20hex%20ocean%20blue%20matt-1221395.html


The fifth room Axis Cream 20mm 
Rectified 
60cmx60cm

Everglow Dark Brown 
20mm Rectified 
29.5cmx120cm

Flow Smoke 20mm
Rectified 
29.5cmx120cm

This year is the year to be 
making the most of your 

outdoor space and bringing 
the outside in. Get closer to 

nature by creating a
 multi-functional space 

and making a connection 
between home and garden 

that is 
completely uninterrupted. 

Axis Black 20mm 
Rectified 

60cmx60cm

Our Axis Black Tiles are also available in 
a co-ordinating indoor format for the 

ultimate indoor/outdoor feel

Synergy Black 
20mm 
61cmx61cm

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/everglow-dark-brown-20mm-rectified-1220167.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/flow-smoke-20mm-rectified-1220165.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/everglow-dark-brown-20mm-rectified-1220167.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/axis-black-20mm-rectified-1220179.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/axis-black-20mm-rectified-1220179.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/flow-smoke-20mm-rectified-1220165.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/axis-cream-20mm-rectified-1220177.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/synergy-black-9-5mm-1220174.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/synergy-black-9-5mm-1220174.html


Massimina 
Multiwood Brown
20cmx120cm

Japan is a known 
inspiration hub whether it’s 

fashion, food or design. 
Japanese style develops 

around clean and 
uncluttered living, order and a 

love for 
natural beauty. The use of 

simplistic colours, textures 
and open space is 

something that can be
 adapted into many of our 

homes. 

Forest Brown Wood 
Effect 
Glass Mosaic

Synthesis Blue
30cmx60cm

Synthesis Blue 
60cmx60cm

Massimina Multi is truly 
unique as each plank is 

a different shade 
to create a standout, 

eye-catching finish

Escape to Japan

Powder Snow 
75cmx75cm

Horizon Light Grey 
Wall Tile 
30cmx60cm

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/massimina-multiwood-brown-blendwood-826155.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/horizon-grey-wall-1000767.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/horizon-grey-wall-1000767.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/massimina-multiwood-brown-blendwood-826155.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/massimina-multiwood-brown-blendwood-826155.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/massimina-multiwood-brown-blendwood-826155.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/synthesis-blue-1001815.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/synthesis-blue-1001812.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/forest-brown-wood-effect-glass-733156.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/powder-snow-1001776.html


W

Somerset Petal Pink Gloss 
7.5cmx30cm

Metro Blush Pink 
10cmx20cmPicket Petal Pink 

10cmx30cm

You're making me blush

Alexa Hex is new to Tile Giant
 in 2021 and is great for 

making a statement 

Blush Pink a.k.a 
Millennial Pink has been 

making its way into 
homes over the last few 

years and what an 
impact it can make!

Not one for the shy and 
retiring, pink can be a fun 
and exciting way to bring 

colour 
into your home. 

Give it a go, we dare you…

All our metro tiles are also available in a 
longer 10x30cm format. Use individually or 

mix for a show-stopping finish

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-powder-pink-gloss-1220592.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-powder-pink-gloss-1220592.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/metro-blush-pink-bisel-rosa-825570.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/milan-rose-825860.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/metro-blush-pink-bisel-rosa-825570.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/picket%20petal%20pink-1220884.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/picket%20petal%20pink-1220884.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/alexa%20(lp)%20hex%20blush%20pink%20matt-1221393.html


Somerset Ivory 
Gloss 
75x150

Amiata Modular 
Opus Pack Sand

Cottagecore is a cultural 
movement with the 
concept of a simple, 

self-sufficient life 
inspired by the rural 

countryside. In 2021, the 
trend is making its way 
into both fashion and 

interior. 
It’s about time you 

escaped to the country.
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m Somerset Green 
Gloss & Matt
7.5cmx15cm

Italiana Grey Brick Mosaic 
4.8cmx9.8cm

The Milan collection is also 
available in different shades. 
We love this rich moss green.

Cottagecore

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/amiata-modular-opus-pack-sand-beige-733236.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/amiata-modular-opus-pack-sand-beige-733236.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/milan-rose-825860.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-spring-green-matt-duck-egg-1220527.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/somerset-spring-green-gloss-duck-egg-1220528.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/italiana-gris-brick-tumbled-mosaic-48x98mm-730297.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/italiana-gris-brick-tumbled-mosaic-48x98mm-730297.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/milan-rose-825860.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/milan-moss-green-825850.html


A metallic moment
Metallic colourways seem 
to be everywhere you look 

when it comes to home 
design. You can find 
metallic accents in 
wallpapers, fabrics, 

furniture and decorative 
details in gold, copper and 
chrome. Try to choose one 

and stick to it for
 maximum payoff.

Lumiere Bevel 
Antique Mirror Brick 
Mosaic
30.5cmx30.5cm

Pence Copper 
Herringbone Glass 
Mosaic

Cosmos Copper 
Effect 
30cmx60cm

The Cosmos Copper tiles are suitable 
for use on walls and floors throughout 

your home and will create an impact 
in kitchens & bathrooms alike.

Electro Silver Brick 
2.3cmx4.8cm 

Mosaic

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/cosmos-copper-effect-1001807.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/electro-silver-brick-2-3x4-8-823145.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/electro-silver-brick-2-3x4-8-823145.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/cosmos-copper-effect-1001804.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/lumiere-bevel-antique-mirror-brick-733171.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/lumiere-bevel-antique-mirror-brick-733171.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/pence-copper-herringbone-glass-mosaic-733186.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/pence-copper-herringbone-glass-mosaic-733186.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/cosmos-copper-effect-1001807.html


Industrial revolution

Slate Rock Black
30cmx60cm

Veleta Stone Light 
Grey Matt 

60cmx120cm
Puzzlewood Grey 
15cmx60cm

Commix Grey 
60cmx60cm

Born in the 1970s, the
 industrial design trend 

can be tricky to get right. 
For a softer take try 

combining distressed 
greys & mixing tones to 

create contrast. To make a 
statement, opt for 

darker/moody colours 
when co-ordinating 

walls & floors.

Commix Grey also comes in the colours 
Anthracite & Ash 

https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/slate-rock-black-1220390.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/slate-rock-black-1220390.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/veleta-stone-light-grey-matt-733341.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/puzzlewood-grey-826070.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/puzzlewood-grey-826070.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/commix-ash-gnb22gp-1001795.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/commix-ash-gnb22gp-1001795.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/commix-anthracite-gnb24gp-1001796.html
https://www.tilegiant.co.uk/commix-grey-gnb23gp-1001794.html

